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Dear Student,
Welcome to Climate Change Leadership 2022!
Climate change leadership is a term we hear often, used in the political arena, in media and in
academia! But what does it really mean? In this course, we will explore the concepts of
leadership as well as gain a better understanding of climate change. Identifying what knowledge
and skills define climate change leaders and how they can be acquired? We are excited to have
you with us as we explore these concepts and questions over the next term to gain a better
understanding that will hopefully enable us to create beneficial change.

Registration
Before you take the course you need to register. For information about how and when to
register, and more information about your studies, visit www.uu.se/student.
Course start date
The first class of the course will take place on Monday, January 17th, at 10:15 in DM235
Småland,(https://link.mazemap.com/8FM6K7Ze). If you are not familiar with the university
rooms here is a link to help you find your way (https://www.uu.se/en/about-uu/university-area/).
For the rest of the semester, classes run weekly on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:15 to
12:00 (CET)rooms and times may vary please refer to the schedule.
CEMUS Semester Start-up and Open Events
At CEMUS we start every semester with open, inspirational and introductory conversations for
all courses and to a public audience. This year’s start-up conversation will take place on
January 17th, 18:15-20:00, with Alan Atkisson as a guest, in person see map here
https://link.mazemap.com/5LUoKL5z or via Zoom https://uu-se.zoom.us/j/62319834776 Meeting
ID: 623 1983 4776. For more information, see
http://www.cemus.uu.se/jan-17-alan-atkisson-2022/.
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Examination, literature, and course structure
The student is examined through written preparation for (4 credits) and active participation
in seminars and workshops (3 credits), and through written documentation (7 credits) and
oral presentation(1 credit) of a project.
The course is worth 15 credits (ECTS) and is thus given at 50% of a full-time study workload,
which equals around 20 hours per week. Classes run weekly on Mondays and Wednesdays
from 10:15 to 12:00. Classes are planned to be held in person at Uppsala University check
schedule for rooms.
Climate Change Leadership 2022 uses mandatory course books and additional learning
materials provided on Studium, including texts, podcasts and videos. More information on
course content, assignments and the schedule, can be found in Studium and on the CEMUS
course website.
Online Environment
The course page in Studium will be the online environment, where we will post all information
and updates, share resources, post assignments, and assign groups. Please visit Studium
regularly to make sure you have not missed any important information. You will need an
account for Studium, so please arrange one as soon as possible. You can find out how to get
your account and other information at https://www.uu.se/en/students/new-students/.
Information about this course can also be found on the CEMUS website, at
http://www.cemus.uu.se/ccl. If you have any questions regarding the course, please contact
us at salman.majeed@cemus.uu.se and nicola.donohoe@cemus.uu.se, or via Studium.
We’re excited to embark on this Climate Change Leadership journey together. We have many
ideas to experiment with co-creating a course that is engaging and fun, as well as educational
and inspiring. Looking forward to meeting all of you soon in the classroom!
Salman & Nicola
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